TRAIL TESTIMONIAL
Lyon 4 to 8thApril 2016

SCHULTZ Clélia
Equipe de Liaison Autisme à Domicile - Apajh38, France

QUESTIONS :
1) What did you learn/gain from this training program? (Did the organizing;
objectives and outcomes meet your expectations?)
The exchanges with professionals from other countries were very rich. We learned how each country
works with autistic people and tools put in place only for understanding autism

2) How was the TC atmosphere and the cooperation - brainstorming among
the participants?
The atmosphere was very friendly, and the exchanges were very fluid between professionals

3) Was it your first participation in an Erasmus+ Project Mobility? What are
your impressions/ experiences in general? Would you participate again in a
similar action?
Yes that was my first participation in an Erasmus project. This experience was very rich, personally
and professionally. I think it would be interesting to participate in a new Erasmus experience.

4) Are you going to implement any of the training materials- methodologies at
your working environment? If yes, which part(s)?
Erasmus professional projects are very interesting, but not necessarily replicable in our service ELAD.
However it is interesting to know the methods used in other countries, and able to progressively
adapted in our country and in our service

CHRISTIAN Diana
Equipe de Liaison Autisme à Domicile - Apajh38, France

QUESTIONS :
1) What did you learn/gain from this training program? (Did the organizing;
objectives and outcomes meet your expectations?)
The HYPE project was very rewarding; It allows to knows about a basic and
complete program for introducing the working with autism.
2) How was the TC atmosphere and the cooperation - brainstorming among
the participants?
The atmosphere was very pleasant, and it was easy to exchange our ideas about
working with autistic people.

3) Was it your first participation in an Erasmus+ Project Mobility? What are
your impressions/ experiences in general? Would you participate again in a
similar action?
It was my first participation to an Erasmus Program, I think it’s interesting to meet
other professionals in autism, and learning about other’s experiences.

4) Are you going to implement any of the training materials- methodologies at
your working environment? If yes, which part(s)?
Yes for sure. The HYPE project was very interesting as pattern for training
colleagues about autism.

MAIRE Audrey
Equipe de Liaison Autisme à Domicile - Apajh38, France

QUESTIONS :
1) What did you learn/gain from this training program? (Did the organizing;
objectives and outcomes meet your expectations?)
During the two first days (training about autism), I didn’t learn anything because it
was only theory. The three other days were more interesting because they’re few
brainstorming between people.
2) How was the TC atmosphere and the cooperation - brainstorming among
the participants?
There was a pleasant atmosphere during the different brainstorming. Everyone was
so curious to know how the others professionals work in their own country.
3) Was it your first participation in an Erasmus+ Project Mobility? What are
your impressions/ experiences in general? Would you participate again in a
similar action?
Indeed, It was my first participation in an Erasmus program.
It was very interesting to meet people from other countries, because they live close
to France but they have different way of thinking about disabilities, psychologist’s
place in a team etc.
I hope I can participate again in other Erasmus actions because it was a great
human experience.
4) Are you going to implement any of the training materials- methodologies at
your working environment? If yes, which part(s)?
In this training program in April, we presented our way to work in Elad so it was our
methodologies and materials.

COMBEMOREL Amandine
Equipe de Liaison Autisme à Domicile - Apajh38, France

QUESTIONS :
1) What did you learn/gain from this training program? (Did the organizing;
objectives and outcomes meet your expectations?)
The time for exchange between professionals were very interesting and they allowed
to put forward our common challenges, the actions that have been taken and
professionals revolving around this particular people.
2) How was the TC atmosphere and the cooperation - brainstorming among
the participants?
the atmosphere was pleasant. participants were open to the exchange.
3) Was it your first participation in an Erasmus+ Project Mobility? What are
your impressions/ experiences in general? Would you participate again in a
similar action?
It was my first participation in a group Erasmus, i loved this time of sharing between
professionals. This week has been rich in experience .I would love to participate in
another group because these professionals experienced shares are always an asset
for our profession.
4) Are you going to implement any of the training materials- methodologies at
your working environment? If yes, which part(s)?
Theoretical training explaining the points that I knew and that I already put into
practice. Anglo-Saxon vision gives great perspective in sensibillisation the issue of
autism in places nearby (like the bar, the resteaurant) and could be transposed to
France.

